
Did you know? 

You can now accept prescriptions via 
token and soon via the Active Script List.

The Active Script List is the number one 
way to drive customer loyalty.

The Active Script List is like Scripts on 
File but stored on the cloud.

Readiness Kit

Download your Electronic Prescriptions 
Readiness Kit from your brand portal.

Key takeaways

To find the right eScript solution for your 
customers, you’ll evolve to:

Work with electronic prescriptions in 
your pharmacy using the token model

Understand the Active Script List 
model and promote its benefits to your 
customers 

Always engage with your customers to 
promote the App
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Electronic prescriptions and  
the Digital Evolution: finding the  
right solution for your customers

Technology is impacting the everyday lives of us all. Regardless of 
age, many people have adopted digital commerce and the latest in 
smartphone functionality. Digital transformation is all around us. 

Change is impacting the pharmacy industry too. Millions of people 
purchase medicines and wellbeing products online and many 
seek health advice in the same environment. As a response to this, 
prescribing has evolved to enable both electronic and paper-based 
prescriptions to be recognised as a legal form of prescription. In an 
electronic prescriptions world, customers can use their mobile  
phone or computer to access their medications using tokens or  
the Active Scripts List. 

We now have a solution for every customer to engage with your 
pharmacy, no matter which type of prescription they choose.

eScript Customer  
Solution
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